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Warm-up games are widespread practices in multiple activities across domains, yet little scholarly work can be found about their role 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In physical training, technology can be employed to support training (e.g. [36,55]), to provide real-time feedback (e.g. 
[8,47,50]) to provide instruction (e.g. [53,61]), and to support post-training reflection of the trainee (e.g. [48]). Play design 
concepts and expertise are often leveraged to design interactive training activities that are entertaining and fun [45,51]—
which can in turn increase efficiency (e.g. [33]). Bringing together physical activity, play and technology has led to 
emergence of new forms of interactive, playful experiences targeting physical training, e.g. exergames [45,58], and 
serious games for health [11,19]. This article adds to that body of work by looking specifically at a particular subset of 
training practices: warm-up games. Warm-ups, including warm-up games, are activities that take place before physical 
training; and have been described as “procedures” [27] or “preliminary exercise(s)” [52] prior to, and in preparation for 
a subsequent training activity. According to The Oxford Dictionary of Sports Science & Medicine, a warm-up typically 
comprises of two components: “(a) mild exercise to literally, raise tissue temperature along with stretching exercises to 
reduce the risk of muscle and joint injury, and (b) specific movements to rehearse the skills involved in the movement 
and to prepare the athlete psychologically”.  

Warm-up activities with a game or playful element are found in a wide range of practices and across domains [27], 
including sports training and physical education, but also in theatre, choir singing, teambuilding, and creative ideation. 
However, they are scarcely featured in academic and design works both in the domain of sports/physical education and 
in games and play design. While warm-up activities have a clear objective in training activities, it is unclear why games 
are used during warm-up. It is widely accepted that fun serves a purpose beyond skill development [27]; yet, it is not 
that clear what that purpose can be in the context of warm-ups, what the game and playful aspect may add, which kinds 
of games are most commonly used, and what are common features and goals of those games. In this article, we develop 
a deeper understanding of the domain of warm-up games, and investigate the potential for enriching such games through 
technology augmentations. 

This article presents two results. Firstly, we investigate the significance of warm-up games for physical training to 
better understand these activities— in particular, to have a clearer understanding of their goals—and explore the 
opportunities they may afford for technological intervention. Following an inductive, explorative and design-oriented 
approach, we report on: 1) an analysis of an online survey of warm-up games created, described, and used by Physical 
Education (P.E.) teachers; and 2) an analysis of the warm-up games instructors used in a technology-supported circus 
training course. Secondly, we elicit and discuss the potential for technology augmentation in warm-up games based on 
our experience introducing 3 wearables into the warm-up activities in that same course. For example, technology helped  
make warm-ups more varied, acted as an external referee towards which participants were flexibly oriented, provided 
opportunities for signaling oneself and others, and supported specific movement patterns and qualities that were difficult 
to foster without technology.  

The empirical work was done in the context of Super Trouper, a project in which we designed technology-supported 
training practices for children aged 9 to 12 that exhibit signs of Sensory-Based Motor Disorder (SBMD), such as issues 
with movement sensing and actuating. The project is run in collaboration with a professional circus and circus school, 
Cirkus Cirkör. While warm-ups were not the focus of the project, they were an essential training component that Cirkus 
Cirkör would always include in their training courses. The exploration of technology-supported warm-up games 
emerged as an opportunity in the context of this project.  

Through our work, we contribute to the design space of technology-supported movement-based games in HCI (e.g. 
[3,39,45]) by eliciting common warm-up goals and effects, and potentials for technology augmentation. Specifically, we 
show broader aims and goals of warm-up games in physical training than facilitating a physical preparation: they also 
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serve to prepare the trainee cognitively and socially. For each of these, we surface a more nuanced subset of sought 
effects. Last, we articulate a set of opportunities for technology inclusion to support these goals and effects. 

2 BACKGROUND ON WARM-UP GAMES  

Here we use the term warm-up games to denote a wide range of playful activities that are run as preparation for some 
kind of training exercise [27]. Typically, warm-up games are run at the beginning of a training session, but they can also 
be used to initiate a new training activity during a session. While this article focuses on warm-up games in the context 
of Physical Education (P.E.) training, they are also found in practices outside of sports and P.E. where warm-up games 
focus on playing with social norms and dynamics within groups, for example in theatre (e.g. improvisation) [26], or 
productive group work (e.g. work environments). An example is Gamestorming [20], a collection of game and play 
activities for creative processes. It includes various warm-up activities to unleash creativity and create a permissive 
atmosphere within the participating group. 

In sports literature, mini-games have primarily been studied as an overarching strategy for training in lieu of specific 
exercises, i.e. game-based training [16]. When warm-up games are discussed in sports studies, they are predominantly 
seen as physical warm up exercises that offer additional benefits, such as being ‘fun’ and  developing group cohesion 
[7]. This indicates that warm-up games have a wider purpose than just warming up physically. 

The underlying motivations of warm-up games and playful activities are more explicit in literature on therapy. 
Warm-up activities including games have been explicitly documented in body-based therapies (e.g. [22,24]), and mind-
based therapies (e.g. [13,46,60]). They range from children (e.g. [22,24]) to older adults (e.g. [18,44,60]). Their role in 
therapy overlaps with physical education and training in that they are often designed to “warm up” the body for 
rehabilitation (e.g. yawning and pitch gliding for Stroke Survivors in speech therapy [46]). Mirroring sports literature, 
we also find broader goals in therapy, e.g. to “set the scene” [44], or to provide a frame for action through familiar and 
clearly distinguished opening and closing activities, which supports continuity and orientation [22]. Warming up the 
body physically has been shown to positively affect people with dementia [60] and Alzheimer’s [18] in their ability to 
perform cognitively demanding tasks. The insights from therapy thus indicate that warm-up games prepare participants 
at different levels. While these are common-sense goals, their importance is seldomly made explicit, or even mentioned 
in literature. Our work surfaces these goals and further inspects how they manifest in practice and are supported by 
warm-up games.  

In HCI, warm-up games in training have recently been brought to attention (i.e. [58]). Related work in game studies 
are investigations into game tutorials and onboarding experiences in digital games [4]: where players are progressively 
introduced to the required skills for ‘the real game.’ Game tutorials are typically organized as minigames that allow 
players to practice and get familiar with the commands. In tutorials for movement-based games, e.g. exergames, this 
focus on learning the game controls can be combined with the goal of warming up the player’s body to the following 
exergaming activity. For instance, the immersive Sphery Racer exergame [42], where the player controls the game 
through full-body functional training movements (e.g. squats, jumps), starts off with an initial activity where the player 
is gradually introduced to, and practices the different functional movements to play the exergame. This introductory 
activity also prepares the players physically, inviting them to move similarly—albeit typically at a lower level of exertion 
than in the game. 
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3 METHOD 

Our strategy towards exploring warm-up games builds on three sources: first, a survey of online collections of warm-
up games as used and reported by practitioners in Physical Education (P.E.) and training; second, a video analysis of 
warm-up games in the context of an ongoing circus training course; and third, an intervention in the same course, where 
we introduced wearable technology prototypes in warm-up games. Below, we present our methods for collecting and 
analyzing data from the respective sources.  

3.1 On-line Survey 

While some warm-up games are presented in the previously cited literature, they are scarce and poorly documented. An 
alternative source of information about the purpose and structure of warm-up games can be found in tools and 
documentation resources created for and by practitioners. In particular, there are a number of online websites directed 
towards P.E. teachers and sports trainers where a variety of warm-up games are collected and documented (often 
together with other training activities). We searched these kinds of sites, restricting our search to sites intended for P.E. 
with warm-up game collections for a target group within the rough age range of 6-11, (roughly the target group we 
center on in our physical training research). We excluded sites that only had a small sample of games, poor quality of 
documentation, and/or were directed towards other audiences (e.g. parents or trainers for adults, trainers in specific 
sports) making their collections less relevant for the project. 

After a broadly scoped search, we selected three sites that stood out in their ambition to collect a wide variety of 
warm-up games and the quality of their documentation: The P.E. shed [62] contains ideas for training activities and 
suggestions for lesson plans targeting 5-15 years old; PhysEdGames [63] contains games used by P.E. teachers in 
elementary school (ages 6-13); Teaching Ideas [64], is a site with ideas for classroom activities for multiple subjects, 
including P.E., and targeting ages 5-11. P.E. shed [62] and PhysEdGames [63] were specifically directed towards P.E. 
teachers; Teaching ideas [64] was more generally directed towards primary school teachers. Taken together, the sites 
cover a range of ages and modes of training, and they all also allow teachers to contribute their own games. This allowed 
us to collect and analyze 106 game descriptions. 

3.1.1 Data Analysis 

We performed a first round of analysis extracting explicit functions and purposes, and obvious effects of the games. 
Whenever available, we made note of the age range, stated purposes, and anecdotal experiences of the practitioners. P.E. 
Shed and Teaching Ideas suggest suitable age ranges for the games, whereas this is sometimes omitted at P.E. Shed. P.E. 
Shed always state a goal for the exercise, which sometimes is very specific (e.g. “to coordinate our hands and feet”); this 
is mostly missing at the two other sites. We made note of the intended age range, equipment needed, and of the social 
play structure of the game (such as if the game was a tag game, a collaborative game, or a team competition game).  

This first analysis was done conservatively. A game was classified as being of a particular type or having a specific 
intended effect, only if this was either explicitly stated in its description or could be easily inferred. For example, a stated 
effect was “this task is an exercise for children to work as a class - learning to be a 'team'” (Teaching Ideas). We coded it 
as ‘teambuilding’. A particular intended effect that could be very often inferred was “increased heartrate,” especially in 
games that required vigorous movement. This effect appears to be so common in warm-up exercises that it was seldom 
mentioned explicitly. 

Our second analysis focused on three broader categories of intended effects that emerged in our first round of 
analysis: ‘physical,’ ‘social,’ and ‘mental’ effects. These categories also resonated with insights and learning takeaways 
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from our experience working with circus instructors (reported in the subsequent section), as well as with literature on 
warm-up games as discussed previously. In this second round of analysis, we inspected each stated or inferred fine-
grained goal under the lenses of those overarching categories, checking if and how well the latter were representative. 
To do that, the game documentations were revisited from the perspective of the overarching categories, which allowed 
us to infer additional goals for some of the games. Staying with a conservative approach, we refrained from inferring 
social goals apart from those that were explicitly mentioned (e.g. ‘teambuilding’), but we made additional notes of the 
social structure that the game employed. For example, we noted if a game was a solitary exercise or involved a group 
structure (e.g. a team-based or a tag game), and the socio-spatial layout used (e.g. the participants standing in a circle). 

3.2 Empirical Study 

The empirical study of warm-up games was done in the context of an ongoing project, Super Trouper, aiming to support 
and engage children aged 9–12 exhibiting signs of Sensory-Based Motor Disorder (SBMD) [14,43] in physical training, 
in particular in a technology-supported circus training course [36,54]. The technologies explored in this project were 
mostly wearables and were meant to support children’s awareness of and attention to movement and posture [36]. 
Circus training (i.e. physical training through engaging in traditional circus disciplines, such as juggling, aerials and 
acrobatics, and balancing tricks [34,49]) was chosen because it aligns well with key training foci of SBMD therapies, 
including performance goals (such as focus, balance, and posture); and psychological goals (such as fostering motivation, 
engagement, and self-esteem) [9,43]. These, which are typically taken as success factors for physical training for the 
target group, have been shown to often emerge in playful interventions [9,43], which is why playful training was always 
a design goal for our project. Circus training aligns with this goal as well, as it allows children to learn something 
interesting and unusual, creates a sense of majestic outcome, and celebrates both failure and success [12].  

We ran two courses together with three experienced circus artists, and instructors from Cirkus Cirkör [10] (PD1, 
woman; PD2 and PD3, men). Seven children who exhibited mild motor challenges (one 7; one 9; two 10; two 11 ; and 
one 12 years old) were recruited by our partner circus company through their usual channels, i.e. direct mail contacting 
their pool of contacts and announcement boards in the circus hall about a technology augmented course for children 
exhibiting motor issues. Each course lasted 6 weeks and featured one training session of approximately 2 hours every 
Saturday. All training sessions were video-recorded with two cameras capturing activities from different angles. After 
each class, we also conducted brief interviews with the children, and more in-depth interviews with the instructors about 
the session, the warm-up games and the exercises they used, and the potential for and effects of technology inclusion. 
These sessions also served to plan the subsequent training class. The study and data collection have obtained ethical 
approval from the national ethics council. 

The exploration of technology-supported warm-up games emerged as an opportunity in the context of this project, 
and the focus of this paper. While warm-ups were not the focus of the project, they emerged as an essential aspect of 
training, and ones that lend themselves to technology inclusion. Early on, we noted that our instructors started each 
training session with one or two warm-up games. During the first sessions, we were observants (and in occasion 
participants) of the warm-up activities, which were organized and run by the instructors. In our post-session interviews 
with the instructors, they described how important these warm-ups were to prepare the children physically, but also to 
set a particular ‘mood,’ and to create a sense of cohesive and supportive training group. This resonated with literature 
on warm-up games, and with the three broader goals that emerged in our collection of warm-up games.  
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3.2.1 Intervention: Technology-Supported Warm-Up Games 

In the Super Trouper project, we followed a Research through Design approach [17], and together with the circus 
instructors, we explored the potential for technology inclusion in circus training for children with SBMD [36,54]. In 
particular, we worked with Training Technology Probes (TTPs): wearable pieces of technology designed to support 
physical training activities [36] with open-ended functionality, which augment body- and movement- related 
information (e.g. movement pace, body alignment) through external representations (e.g. sonified alignment). The TTPs 
were conceived and developed to be used and integrated during the main circus training practice, yet during the course 
of the project, we also explored their inclusion in the warm-up phase of training. There were many reasons behind this 
decision in addition to the fact that warm-up games were clearly an essential part of training. First, it would allow us to 
introduce the technology organically to the training session, i.e. integrated in an activity (warm-up) that they would do 
anyways as part of their training rather than in a specific introduction involving verbal explanations and free 
explorations. Also, including technology as part of the warm-up would help the children familiarize themselves to these 
gadgets (very much in the same way as a computer tutorial introduces new interaction affordances); and start working 
with key training skills they supported. Last, this presented us with the opportunity of exploring if and how technology 
could facilitate and add to warm-ups. This inclusion of technology in the warm-up games phase was possible without 
having to modify the technology due to their versatility [36,54]. Hence, they were easily included as part of warm-up 
games that had already been played, and new variations of them.  

Three TTPs (Figure 1) were used in our warm-up game interventions. The Movement TTP (Figure 1, left) is 
implemented using the Circuit Playground Board. It augments movement pace by detecting changes in acceleration, and 
it provides visual and auditory feedback. When the wearer is still, or moves in a constant speed, the embedded LEDs in 
the board are green, and the device emits discrete, low frequency beeps. With acceleration, the LEDs turn to red, and 
the frequency increases. It is sewn onto a wrist band, and a patch that can be worn with loop-and-hook fasteners.   

The Laser TTP (Figure 1, center) augments the wearers’ body movement.  It is implemented with an off-the-shelf 
laser pointer and a switch (top image), which is attached to an elastic band by means of a magnetic homemade buckle. 
It visualizes movement through the projection of the light into different surfaces (i.e. floor, other bodies, equipment). 

The BraceLED TTP (Figure 1, right) includes an off the shelf, coin-cell powered color LED lights controlled by a 
remote and attached to a moldable piece of wire that acts as a bracelet. 

Figure 1: Figure 2. Movement TTP, Laser TT.P, and BraceLED TTP 

3.2.2 Data Analysis 

Two researchers performed an interaction analysis of the video recorded warm-ups, focusing on observable effects that 
the games had on the individual children and the group as a whole. Informed by both the instructors’ comments, and 
the online survey, we focused our analysis on the physical, social, and mental effects. The interviews with instructors 
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were used to complement observations, providing insights as to why certain warm-up games were selected. This way, 
we could code most of the observed instances of a warm-up game with their intended purpose and observable effects.  

A complementary analysis of the video data was made, to also elicit play potentials [2]—that is, existing interactions 
that were, or had the potential of becoming playful, which emerged as the children played the warm-up games. This 
analysis was done by 3 researchers with an open coding approach. It resulted in a final set of 117 instances of emergent 
playful behaviors that we clustered into 9 codes, each representing a recurrent kind of playful engagement. This helped 
us understand how and why the games were fun, and how technology could contribute to this experience. 

4 OVERVIEW OF GAMES 

This section presents an overview of the collection of warm-up games resulting from the online survey and our empirical 
material. Our approach in both cases was inductive, explorative and design oriented, rather than evaluative – the focus 
was not on proving particular effects, but rather surfacing potential goals and effects. The supplementary material for 
this article contains an overview of the warm-up games collected in the online survey, as well as a full list and textual 
descriptions of the games observed in our circus training course. Below, the latter are referred to by their name and 
identifier used in the supplementary material.  

4.1 Games from Online Survey 

We collected 106 games total over the three sites. While some games were similar, none were identical, and therefore, 
we decided to treat every game description as unique in the analysis. We collected 36 games from The P.E. shed [62], 26 
from PhysEdGames [63], and 45 from Teachingideas [64].  

As all 3 sites include other types of games and exercises as well, we restricted our search to activities used in 
preparation for a training activity. In the online collection, two sites use the label ‘warm-up’ for physical warm-up 
activities (classic P.E. definition); one used the same term for a wider range of activities that also included social and 
cognitive warm-ups. Regarding our inclusion of activities classified as “games:” we included playful activities, some of 
which may not fit within strict “game” definitions (e.g. including winning conditions, rules, obstacles etc.). This reflects 
the broader, practical understanding and use of the concept by P.E. practitioners. We omitted games that were dedicated 
to specific sports (PhysEdGames features many of these), as well as activities that were too similar to ordinary training 
exercises to be considered playful. We omitted a few exercises that were not freely available from the websites. 

We did not restrict the collection to games labelled as ‘warm-up,’ as the term was not used in a consistent way over 
the three sites. At the P.E. Shed and PhysEdGames, the ‘warm-up’ label is only used for games that emphasize physical 
warm-up, whereas Teaching Ideas classifies a much wider range of games as ‘warm-up.’ From the P.E. Shed, we included 
the categories ‘Warm-up games’ (13 games), ‘Thinking games’ (10 games), and ‘Coordination games’ (13 games). From 
PhysEdGames, we included games classified as ‘Warm-up’ (10 games), ‘Teambuilding’ (10 games) and ‘Fun’ (6 games). 
From Teaching Ideas, all of the collected activities were classified as ‘Warm-up’ (45 games). It deserves to be emphasized 
that all games were intended to be run as part of Physical Education and all required bodily movement, and as such none 
of them was inherently unsuitable as a warm-up exercise. 

4.1.1 Overview of the Online Games 

A compilation of the goals and social structures of the online games can be found in the supplementary material. We 
can note that a large number of the games were variants of tag (23 games), but various forms of team-based competitive 
games were also common (21 games). Purely collaborative activities were rarer (12 games), as were brawls (games where 
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all compete against each other, 9 games). A very common structure included all children following the commands of a 
single leader, often the instructor (32 games). While it was common for games to require children to move around in the 
available space, using some kind of marked spatial layout was relatively rare. A large number of games used sports 
equipment (32 games), e.g. hula hoops or soft balls. In the next sections, the following example games will be discussed: 

Traffic lights (P.E. Shed, labeled “warm up”) is an example of a ‘follow the leader’ game. It has children pretending 
to be cars driving in a city. When the teacher holds up a Red, Yellow or Green cone they must act on this as if it was a 
traffic signal and stop or resume their movement accordingly. 

Pass the hoop (from P.E. Shed, labeled ‘Thinking Games’), is one of the few games that are slow-paced and 
collaborative. Children hold hands in a circle or a line and must pass a hula hoop from one end to the other by creeping 
through it without letting go of their hands. It features slow motion to move the hula hoop through the human chain. 

Dancing Transitions (Teaching ideas) is a playful activity intended to work with sudden changes in motion: the 
suggested activity is to first dance vigorously to fast music, to next sit down and concentrate (to slow music).  

Stuck in the mud (Teaching Ideas) is a variant of tag, in which those who have been tagged must freeze in place 
with their hands and feet spread apart, until somebody crawls under their legs to unfreeze them. 

4.2 Empirically Observed Games 

During the two technology-supported circus training courses, we observed 19 warm-up games (23 if we include game 
variations). Six games (9 with variations) included technology. In total, we documented 30 instances in which a warm-
up game was played (i.e. some of them were played multiple times). 

The non-technology supported warm-up games were drawn from our instructors’ repertoire or had been creatively 
invented by them in previous courses. The warm-up games were generally planned in advance before each training 
session, but the selection and order of games in a session was often adapted on the spot  (e.g. due to time constraints, or 
to fit the needs and state of the children). 

Towards the end of the second course, we researchers contributed with six warm-up games featuring technology. 
Most games with technology were variations of the instructors’ games, and they were discussed and polished with the 
instructors prior to the training session. In class, game variations were primarily proposed by the instructors and 
involved minor tweaks (e.g. where to wear the TTPs). Other games (i.e. LaserTTP games) were initially conceived by us, 
and discussed with instructors to make sure they were appropriate for the children.   

The complete list of games can be found in an overview table in the supplementary material. The numbers below 
refer to their number in that overview. Here, we include a qualitative description of a selection of games that we will 
use as examples in the analysis section. Images of the some games described are depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 3: a) Frozen Statues with Movement TTP. b) Following with Laser. c) Laser Target. d) Human Target. e) Animal Tag with 

BraceLED TTP. In the Supplementary Material we provide an enlarged version to allow zooming in. 
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4.2.1 Games without Technology 

Tomtenisse (12) features a variety of gym equipment (mats, benches, vaulting poles) that are spread out throughout 
the room. One player is the master and guards a heap of juggling balls, placed inside a hula hoop on the floor in front of 
them. The rest of the players are at the other end of the space, hidden behind a big mat, which is the starting line. Their 
goal is to “steal” juggling balls from the master and place them into a second hula hoop, located at the starting line, 
without being seen by the master. The master turns their back to the other players (and the juggling balls) to count to 
three (using the phrase ‘1, 2, 3, Tomtenisse!’), during which the other players can move and steal balls.  When the count 
is about to finish, players need to be well hidden behind the equipment as the master turns again to face them and will 
call out any player that they can see. These players have to return to the starting line.  

Animal Tag (10a-10d) is a tag game featuring one catcher/tagger. Both catcher and players have to move in specific 
ways, typically imitating animals. The movement pattern is dictated by a curator, usually the instructors. 

Frozen Statues (9a-9c) features a person that is the master and that is placed far in front of a line of players. The 
master turns around and counts down from three. During this time, the rest of the players advance forward until the 
countdown is over, and the players need to freeze before the master turns around. If the master sees anyone moving, 
this player has to return to the starting line. 

Flipping Mats (7). This is a collaborative and sometimes competitive game, featuring a group of players on top of a 
training mat. Their task is to collaboratively flip it without touching the floor. The game gets incrementally more difficult 
by adding more people per mat. The competitive variation involves competing teams on separate mats. 

4.2.2 Games with Technology 

We created game variants of Animal tag and Frozen Statues with technology. We also designed a novel technology-
dependent game (called Following with Laser) and several variants of it. Here we describe the technology used and 
briefly the games in which they were used. 

Movement TTP was used in 2 games (4 variations): Frozen Statues and Animal Tag. In the technology-supported 
variations of Frozen Statues, players need to hold the Movement TTP and keep it green when the master turns around 
(i.e. indicating zero acceleration), otherwise the master can call a player out and back. In Animal Tag, the movement 
TTP is carried by the catcher, who needs to move keeping this TTP in green (so no acceleration, brusque movements). 
The rest of the players move like different animals (e.g. bear walk, lizard); the player caught needs to do a number of 
exercises (e.g. push-ups, crunches). 

BraceLED TTP was used in Animal Tag (2 variations). In this technology-supported version, a player catches and 
needs to catch the rest of the players within a limited area of the space. All players but the catcher wear a BraceLED, 
controlled by a remote controller. A non-player game master walks around changing the lights of these bracelets to 
individuals. Each color is associated with a particular movement, with which the wearer needs to move.  

Laser TTP was used in a new game called Following with Laser (3 variations) (1-3). In the first variation, one player 
wears a laser (place of their choosing), the other a plate (the target). The player with the plate moves around the room 
slowly. The player with the laser needs to keep the laser on the target at all times. In a second variation, one player 
wearing a lot of plates (targets) moves in the room. The rest of the players, wearing lasers, need to keep their lasers on 
a target. The third variation presents solo play: each player wears a laser wherever they want with which they follow 
the lines drawn on the floor of the gym. 
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5 RESULTS 

In the following sections we present the results of the analysis of both data sources (online and empirically observed 
games). This allows us to show how they relate to, and complement, each other. We focus on explicitly stated goals 
(mostly from the on-line collection) and use goals and observable effects from our empirical analysis to add more nuance.  

Our online analysis substantiated three overarching principal goals of warm-up games: to prepare the trainee 
physically, socially, and mentally. This resonated with the warm-up game goals foregrounded by our instructors 
during our interviews. They pointed out that warm-up games were always present in their training classes with children. 
They explained their importance to prepare the children physically to the training activity to come. They also remarked 
the importance to socially warm them up to others, both to break the ice but also to emphasize group cohesion: “in circus 
a lot you train by yourself, so [warm up games are] almost the only thing you do as a group.” They also mentioned they 
would use warm-up games to challenge children physically and mentally. All in all, they remarked on how they used 
warm-up games to have children “interacting, having fun, moving and challenging them in all these ways. […] All those 
things can be addressed with warm-up games”. 

5.1 Fun and Enjoyment 

As discussed briefly in the introduction, our scope for warm-up activities were those that bore a playful component, i.e. 
warm-up games. In our online survey, their description would often make a statement about a game as ‘fun,’ without 
elaborating on what made it fun. Our video analysis of the play potentials [2] yielded an understanding of how the ‘fun’ 
effect may come about.  

The most common form of playful engagement was the use of performativity (26 instances). This includes, for 
example, making sounds to add dramatism to an action such as tagging someone. Explorative behaviors were also 
recurrent (16), mostly in the form of experimenting with the possibilities of the technology, the space, or one’s own body 
(and any possible combination between those three). Several moments of joy and laughter also had to do with moments 
of celebration of successful completion of a task (13), both by participants and non-participants (or audiences) of the 
activity. Interestingly enough, we also observed the emergence of playfulness and laughter in moments of failure (12), 
both individual and collective. We also noted that the children enjoyed figuring out creative ways of increasing the 
difficulty of the warm-up activities (11): sometimes to make it harder for themselves and sometimes for others. Children 
also found joy in cheating (8), which led to several moments of laughter from the whole group. They also enjoyed 
behaving in silly ways (8): dancing and jiggling, exaggerating their movements in performative ways, and enacting silly 
characters. Finally, we also noted some situations in which laughter emerged as a result of a moment of intensity (4), 
where the intensity of the activity increased and added an element of thrill. 

While our study does not allow us to link particular manifestations of fun and enjoyment to specific physical, social, 
and mental effects, we observed increased engagement, focus, motivation, and creativity during the warm-up games. 
This is consistent with previous observations of the subsequent training session whenever playful and gameful 
components were introduced (e.g. some children would held challenging positions longer when a gameful challenge 
with a TTP was introduced [36]).   

5.2 Warming up Physically 

As the Oxford Dictionary of Sports Science & Medicine states, almost all warm-up games include an element of physical 
warm-up. However, this warm-up can have different focus. 
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5.2.1 Focus on exertion and keeping a specific energy level 

Aligning with the common understanding of warm-up games to prepare the trainee physically, the most common goal 
for the online warm-up games was increasing the heartrate (50 online games). This goal also manifested in the 
empirical observations, where 4 games (7 variations) offered a fast-paced, high level of exertion gameplay.  

For the observed games, we could also infer related but more nuanced effects, such as in the case of the Animal Tag 
(10a-d) games which were specifically designed to work with strength training, and endurance. Their choice of animal 
determined the level of effort, which the instructors modulated as they saw fit during the training. This game was played 
both with and without technology. When played with the BraceLED TTP (10a-10b), the technology introduced an 
interesting variability and asymmetric component: instead of all moving like a same animal, each player moves according 
to the animal their BraceLED indicates. The leader is still in control of what animals the participants should imitate, but 
in this case through managing the remote control.  The leader can opt for giving the same challenge for all, adapt the 
challenge to the individual to present them with an adequate challenge. While these games posed a challenge for the 
children, it was one of their favorite games, in particular with the BraceLED. An instructor reflected on this: “The kids 
had so much fun! […] the game was easy to come up with, it works really well […] they loved it so much! It’s what DORI 
said: ‘I wanna play more!’ they really liked it.” 

5.2.2 Slowing Down and Working with Movement Quality  

Slow games were extremely rare in the online survey of warm-up games, an exception being Pass the hoop. This does 
not mean that they are scarce in practice; it is possible that they have been excluded due to the general idea that warm-
up games should involve an element of physical warm up. Yet, in our empirical observations we saw that it is difficult 
to control the pace of the children’s movement without the use of some supporting technology or training tool. 

In our empirical observations, we found 3 games featuring technology (6 variations) that foregrounded slowing down 
and focusing on movement precision and quality. This sometimes meant an increased physical and exertion challenge. 
For example, the game Animal Tag referred above played with the Movement TTP (10c-10d) introduced an extra exertion 
challenge imposed by the technology, which acted as a tattletale of brusque movements that were not allowed for the 
catcher player. This typically meant slower and more controlled movements, which increased the physical challenge 
and exertion. These games were not intended to increase exertion, but supported movement and postural exploration, 
and increased sensitivity and awareness, such as the whole family of Following with Laser (1-3), wherein children slowed 
down their usual movement pace, to control the position and direction of their laser, and hence their bodies and 
movements. This movement skill was very important for all, but particularly so for several children who found it 
particularly difficult to slow down. 

5.2.3 Open Exploration of Movements and Poses  

In the online survey, many of the game descriptions explicitly state that they are intended to train coordination or 
training particularly difficult movements.  In total, 15 games total had coordination as (one of) their explicitly stated 
goals. In the empirical observations, coordination exercises were more explorative, and allowed for the exploration of a 
range of unusual movements. Examples of games without technology are the aforementioned Animal Tag, and the game 
family of Moving in the space (6b, 15-17).  In the online collection, most movement coordination games tended to require 
higher levels of precision than what we saw in our empirical observations, but there were also some games featuring 
unusual and odd movements and poses, such as the ‘follow the leader’ games. 
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This goal was quite present in games with technology, regardless of the technology, such as in Frozen Statues, 
Following with Laser series, and Animal Tag. In general, technology supported more intense exploration of what was 
possible in terms of movement and poses. Many children were observed exploring the mapping of the technology 
through action and inspection of the effect displayed in the technology, which in turn influenced their movements and 
actions. For example, one kid would hold the Movement TTP in one hand and try different balancing poses (e.g. on one 
leg, airplane) while checking the changes in color in the TTP. We also observed many children exploring strange and 
weird postures in the Animal Tag game with lights, the Following with Laser game series, and the Frozen Statues with the 
movement TTP. In particular, unconventional and contrived poses and movements were commonplace in Following 
Lines (3), a variant of Following with Laser. Many children executed contorted postures, such as bent back backwards, or 
on their knees, while dragging themselves on the floor. This particular game was of an aggregated type [5] (i.e. children 
are playing “alone, together”), and children were focused on their movements and the projected lights. Yet, they were 
also seen in social games, most notably in the Laser Target game which was played in pairs.  

5.2.4 Changing Movement Patterns  

Some of the observed games specifically prescribed changes in movement pace. For example, the original game (9) and 
many variations within the family of Frozen Statues with and without technology (e.g. 9b, 9c) invited two kinds of 
movements: fast during the countdown (to advance towards the master (finish line); and still when the master turns 
around to call out moving players back to the starting line. This type of game is relatively rare in the online survey, but 
a few examples exists, including a game description of a very similar game from Teaching Ideas. 

In the games where technology was used to further vary the range of movements explored (see 5.1.2), it also resulted 
in a change of movement patterns. For example, in the Animal Tag family (10-10d), movement and pace changed at the 
same time, as new movements were called out. Technology intensified these changes. Most noteworthy were the changes 
in movement patterns, that resulted from spontaneous strategies to work with the technology. For example, when 
playing Animal Tag with the Movement TTP (10c, 10d) worn by the catcher player, the catchers would change their way 
of moving to allow them to come close and tag another player. For example, they would lower themselves before tapping 
on a player who was moving close to the floor. Hence, in this game variation, catcher players worked not only with 
different ways of moving, but also with movement planning, and control.  

5.2.5 Exploring and Practicing Specific Movements 

Forty-two games from the online survey included some form of training of specific kinds of movements and actions. 
For younger children, this typically involved things like running, stopping, turning, or striking specific poses. Online 
warm-up games working on specific movements and skills, such as throwing and catching balls, or dribbling, mostly 
targeted older children. This goal manifested in our empirical observations 4 games (13 variations) involved practicing 
specific skills such as ball handling, fine-grained, precise movements, and balance.  

The Movement TTP, Laser TTP, and BraceLED TTP facilitated practicing and working with specific movements 
(like animal movements when playing Animal Tag game with lights 10a, 10b); movement qualities, such as precise, 
bound and flexible [21] movements following the lines of the gym with the laser in Following Lines with laser (3), or 
constant speed movements when playing Frozen Statues with the Movement TTP (9a). The latter two are not surprising, 
given that those TTPs were originally designed to work with those movement and training goals. Yet this points to the 
fact that first, these warm-up games managed to make the most of the core functions of the technology; and second, that 
the game design succeeded to support and engage children to work with key training goals.  
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5.2.6 Exploring and Working with the Space  

A large number of the games from the online survey involved keeping track of and moving through space (21 games), 
and/or keeping track of the movements of other players (11 games). In our empirical observations, this was an observable 
effect in 5 games (13 variations) that involved spatial exploration and working with proxemics. A clear example is 
Tomtenisse (12): The children have to navigate the space and keep track of the size of each object. Another example is 
the Following with laser family series (1-3), in which the players move together or on their own throughout the space, 
and use it as a resource to increase the challenge for others. By design, the space was used in the single player laser 
variation of Following lines (3), wherein children followed the lines on the floor. But more interestingly, children playing 
“it” or “the leader” in the Laser Target (1) and Human Target (2) variations spontaneously made use of gym equipment, 
stepping on, and climbing equipment, which forced “the followers” to imitate the leader’s movement through space.  

5.3 Social: Warming-up to Others and Interacting Socially 

In the online survey, the most commonly stated social goal was Teamwork (18 games). But as most of the games were 
intended to be played together with the whole class, they were inherently social. This was also true in our observations: 
all of the observed warm-up games were played with the whole group of children – and the researchers and instructors 
– participating. More detailed goals are explored below. 

5.3.1 Exploring Different Modes of Social Play 

Twelve online games were strictly collaborative, such as the aforementioned game Pass the Hoop. Some observed warm-
up games were also collaborative, e.g.: games that required people to stand forming a circle. 

Collaboration also emerges within teams during competitions, and in versions of tag where the rules allow some 
collaboration against the tagger. In the online survey, we found 21 examples on team competitions, and 13 examples of 
tag where the players could collaborate, such as the Stuck in the Mud tag game. In our empirical observations, 6 games 
(11 variations) built on some form of collaboration. For instance, Tomtenisse requires players to synchronize their 
movements and collaborate among each other to achieve their goal. 

Another form of warm-up game that featured prominently in our online survey was an aggregated form of play, 
in which children play both individually but together: they move individually, although in the same space and in sync, 
following the teacher’s commands, e.g. in Traffic Lights. 31 online games had this structure. Some featured elements to 
make the game social, e.g. through the socio-spatial arrangement of standing in a circle holding hands, or mirroring 
another person performing the same moves. In our observations, 6 games (15 variations) feature this form of play, such 
as the Animal Tag games (10a –d). One game that involved following the instructor (17) was done in silence. 

It is not uncommon for warm-up games to be competitive. In addition to the team-based competitions, the online 
survey identified 9 games as brawls, games were all compete against all. These are typically high-paced games requiring 
agility and proxemics awareness. In our empirical observations, 7 games (14 variations) featured some form of 
competition. Most were some kind of “team against leader”, as in the example of Tomtenisse. Few were team-based 
competitions, such as Flipping Mats (7). 

In the technology-supported games, the TTPs were included in the different modes of play: in collaborative games 
such as Laser Target (1) and Human Target (2), from the Follow the Laser series; in aggregated types, such as Following 
Lines (3) (also with Laser TTP); and in competitive games such as Frozen Statues with Movement TTP  (9a, 9b) and Animal 
Tag with Movement TTP (10c, 10d) and with the BraceLED (10a, 10b). 
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5.3.2 Exploring Different Social Roles 

Warm-up games can present different roles for different players. In the online survey, different variants of tag are the 
most common example. In our empirical observations, 8 games (15 variations) featured asymmetric play among players, 
in which one or more had a distinct role from the others. Both Tomtenisse (12) and Frozen Statues (9) identifies one child 
as the leader, who is placed far in front of a line of players and the other children can move only when the leader is not 
looking. In our observations, children favored and sought experiencing different roles, for instance: when playing the 
aforementioned games, children would often ask to be the leader if they had not done it before, and would step out of 
the role after a while to let somebody else take over. 

In the technology-supported warm-up games, the social role was often associated to wearing or not wearing a TTP. 
In Frozen Statues (9a-c) the leader or it is the only player who is not wearing a movement TTP; the rest of the players are 
wearing one and by that, are bound by the same rules and share the same goal of reaching the leader first. In Animal 
Tag with the movement TTP (10c-d), the catcher is the only player who is wearing the device. In the variation of the 
same game that used the BraceLED TTP, all players except the game master wear them. The game master is not 
themselves participating, but in charge of the remote control changing the lights. This leads to children orienting 
themselves to this person in particular ways. Some sought this person out, presumably hoping to get a color change and 
be able to move differently; others avoided them presumably for the opposite reason. In Laser Target (1) the player 
wearing the plate is the leader; and the player wearing the laser is the follower. In this asymmetrical game, the item 
worn defines the role of each player.  

Changing roles was coveted during the games. For example, many children expressed desire for taking the role of it 
in Frozen Statues, and policed that every single movement TTP was kept green. In turn, they wanted that TTP when 
playing the Animal Tag variation with that technology. Another very desired role was the game master in the variation 
of that game using the BraceLED TTP. Some children asked for this role enthusiastically, yet the instructors often 
dismissed the petition playfully. In other games, e.g. Laser Target (1), children took turns being the follower and the 
leader, but gravitated towards the leader role, sometimes making it complicated for the follower to keep up. 

5.3.3 Social Dynamics: Cheating, Teasing, Aiming to Win 

From the online games’ description, it would seem as if they always are, or are expected to be, played according to the 
stated rules, with the intention of winning, when there is a win condition. This is not so clear in the observed games. 

We observed that winning was important in the competitive games, both for instructors and children. Children would 
often tease each other when winning, e.g.: in Frozen Statues, the winning child would sometimes tease the curator 
through pointing and laughing at them, or screaming that they won. Instructors would often act as referees, determining 
what was allowed and what was cheating, and when the win condition had been reached. 

A recurring strategy towards winning was cheating. Most cheats were done to ‘win,’ e.g. in the Animal Tag games 
(10a-d) where children would ignore constraints on how to move in order to be able to tag or to avoid being caught. 
However, sometimes an instructor would also cheat to help, by not punishing a move. This happened in Frozen Statues 
(9,9a-c) when the children were supposed to stay still but had struck a particularly challenging pose. We saw instances 
of cheating to make the game harder, e.g. the leader (a child) turning around too quickly in Tomtenisse or Frozen Statues. 
We also saw a couple of instances of ‘cheating to get caught,’ which seemed to be a way of teasing the others.  

Cheats were cleverly negotiated within the group. Children and instructors would sometimes call out the cheats. But 
sometimes, a transgression remained uncalled, seemingly because it added to the playful atmosphere of the game. In 
games featuring technology, we saw instances where the technology’s feedback was openly disregarded to allow for 
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cheating behaviors: for example, in the variation of Frozen Statues with the movement TTP and in particularly 
challenging frozen poses (e.g. airplane), the instructor often “played dumb” before red flags by the technology – allowing 
children to continue to play. These observations illustrate how cheating presents a rich basis for communication and 
social interaction, and to explore and push social boundaries. From the analysis of play potentials, we can also see how 
these negotiations, together with the playful embracing of failure, were sources of fun.  

In other games that featured technology, technology was often used as an aid to assess winning strategies. For 
instance, in Animal Tag with lights, Frozen Statues with the movement TTP, participants would directly look at the 
technology to know what movement was allowed. Children often settled discussions about potential cheating and rules 
by referring to the technology. For example, in the Frozen Statues variation without technology, the curator is the person 
deciding who they saw moving and needs to go back to the starting line. While this can be contested, the curator typically 
had the last say. However, the TTP in this game provided some evidence to discuss the grounds for punishment. We 
noted that the curator often had a stronger case to call somebody out by referring to the visual and audio cues from the 
technology. Yet, this variation also takes away some of the curator’s authority.  

5.4 Cognitive: Getting into the Right Mindset 

In the online survey, cognitive goals were present in several games. In our empirical material, and in the interview with 
instructors, cognitive effects were present and actively sought after through the games.  

5.4.1 Strategic Thinking and Memory  

In the online survey, 9 games had strategic thinking as a stated goal. Most of these were team competitions. Some games 
focused on problem-solving and memory training, and a few (3) included a reading or math challenge. In our empirical 
observations, 3 games (4 variations) required of some sort of strategic thinking. The Zip-zap and the Passing balls games 
(5a, 6a, 6b) involved memory and focus training. 

Tomtenisse was particularly interesting from this perspective. In this game, the players had to plan ahead where to 
move and hide, and collaboratively envision a strategy to achieve their goal of getting the balls. Since this game was 
popular with the children and played multiple times, we saw how they developed team-work strategies over time, e.g. 
move gym equipment to better hide themselves.  

Some of the observed games that included technology fostered strategic thinking in relation to planning and 
executing movement. One example is in the game Frozen Statues, in which the children developed strategies to keep the 
Movement TTP in green, such as moving fast, and stopping early, with enough time before the countdown was over to 
allow the technology to “cool down” and display green. One child “hacked” the game by realizing that moving steadily 
with constant speed would allow him to keep moving during the whole time, while keeping the technology signal green. 
This strategy became extremely popular in subsequent rounds, even with children who usually had a hard time moving 
with careful, slow, and controlled movements. 

5.4.2 Fostering Concentration and Focus on Movement  

Few online games focused on fostering concentration. One of them was Dancing Transitions (Teaching Ideas), which 
has as its explicit goal to help transition the students to a more concentrated mode of thinking.  

In our empirical observations, we observed children becoming more concentrated after playing some of the games 
(4, in 12 variations). Two of these were Passing Balls (6a) and Moving with Balls (9c), in which the task was to observe 
and mimic the instructor while keeping silent, where some level of concentration was required in exercises focused on 
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performing movements accurately or focusing on certain body parts. Some games foregrounded concentrating on other 
senses other than sight, for instance, in Blind Sculpting (18), one player plays the sculpture and poses still in a particular 
pose of their choosing. The other player, blindfolded, makes use of tactile sensing to figure out this pose. Once they have 
it, the second player poses like the sculpture. Then they check how much they look like each other. 

Several games with technology foregrounded focus and awareness on the own movement via the technology’s 
feedback. Focus was important in the Animal Tag game to move accordingly to the rules, given the game master could 
remotely change one’s light at any time. We noted children regularly checked up on their bracelets to make sure their 
movements aligned with the instructed one.  

This focus intensified in Frozen Statues. Children regularly checked up on their TTP (in fact, a child barely kept her 
eyes off the TTP, which were held in her hands in front of her). Physical challenge came from either controlling a 
continuous speed movement, or well-timed movement changes to avoid being caught. Focus intensified in Following 
Lines (3) while exertion generally decreased. The physical challenge here came from working with movement precision 
and concrete body parts (where the lasers were worn).  

The Following with Laser game series was particularly good at supporting children work with and focus on specific 
body parts, and with general bodily orientation in relation to the space, which we attributed to the augmenting 
capacity of the lasers projecting in space. The game Laser Target (1) allowed children to work with movement precision, 
synchronization and orientation, which not only was physically challenging, but required focus. 

5.4.3 Fostering Feelings of Success  

The instructors foregrounded that children achieved a sense of “success,” of “having achieved something,” which may 
impact their self-confidence and self-esteem. Instructors would often try to balance the games so all children would get 
the chance at feeling successful. For instance, in Tomtenisse, instructors would often help children that experienced more 
challenges running through the obstacles, to hide and steal the balls. Once these children had achieved this, they would 
cheer and encourage them. This also happened in other games (e.g. Animal Tag series), where all children were 
complimented and cheered on for seemingly normal tasks (e.g. avoiding getting tagged), but a special emphasis was put 
on those with severe challenges. 

6 DISCUSSION	

Here we reflect on the manifold goals of the warm-up games as illustrated by our online and empirical results, and 
discuss the opportunities for technology support for warm-up games resulting from our empirical observations.   

6.1 Physical, Social and Mental Warm-up 

We observed that warm-up games in physical training have multiple purposes, of which warming up the body is just 
one. Inspired by literature on warm-up activities in physical education and the goals stated by our instructors, we 
analyzed the role of warm-up games to also prepare participants socially and mentally for the training activity at hand. 
They set the tone for subsequent activities and allow the participants to work with core skills and competencies. 

From the interviews with trainers, we understood that the choice of warm-up activity was dependent both on the 
focus of the subsequent training activity, and on the children in training. Many of the children participating in our course 
exhibited concentration issues, which foregrounded the importance of mental preparation. This explains why the 
trainers very often would include warm-up activities that required focus and concentration.  
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The fact that warm-up games are used to foster social cohesion is less surprising. This goal is often explicitly 
mentioned in the games collected in the on-line survey, often as “teambuilding.” This was also a central goal during the 
warm-up activities used in the course. Given that the circus training activities are mostly performed individually, the 
instructors found important the role of warm-up games to create an opportunity for social interaction, help the group 
come together and be friends with each other. Interestingly, all of the games played displayed social elements. 

Last, instructors always strived for balanced warm-up phases, seeking that warm-up games complemented each other, 
e.g.: instructors expected some of the technology-based games (e.g. laser-related games) to bring focus and movement 
awareness, but also added a more physically active warm-up game “so that they don’t get cold” (PD2).	

6.2 Opportunities for Technology Inclusion 

In this section, we highlight important aspects of warm-up games based on our analytical work and highlight how 
technology can contribute and add. We bridge these insights with knowledge in HCI, IxD, and Games and Play. 

6.2.1 Fostering Specific Movement Qualities and Movement Exploration 

Among the ordinary warm-up games without technology we observed in class, very few allowed for challenges related 
to moving slowly. The same was true for the games collected in the online survey. Moving slowly, with control and in 
a balanced way is an essential skill in training in general, and in circus training in particular. Further it was a physical 
skill that our target group had difficulties with, and would benefit from training. However, slow movements were 
difficult to foster without technical augmentation. Several of our technology-augmented warm-up games included ways 
to foster slow and focused movement that still were physically challenging for our participants. In a similar vein, 
technology was useful to support exercises that required change of pace, another skill that our instructors pointed the 
children needed to work with.  

Technology was observed to support movement exploration by the children. Several physically and creatively 
explored how their actions were mapped with the technology, giving raise to unusual poses and movements, e.g.: during 
all the games of the Following with Laser game series. This technology potential is in consonance to other somatic works 
that capitalize on using technology and physical props to support and foster movement exploration (e.g. [32,37,59] for 
embodied design ideation processes), exemplifying that this potential manifests in warm-up gaming activities that have 
as a goal movement exploration.   

The fact that children were apparently comfortable with exploring weird movement in pairs is consonant with 
previous works that has found that the playful framing of a game, together with the use of technology, support players 
to embrace weirdness and potential awkwardness [25,41]. Yet it is particularly noteworthy with our target group, since 
children with motor difficulties are often shy in terms of movement exploration and execution. 

6.2.2 Supporting Variability and Flexibility  

An important aspect of warm-up games seems to be that they are flexible and admit variations. Variations emerged 
spontaneously during one same circus training session, sometimes by initiative of the instructors (e.g. to adapt the game 
difficulty), and sometimes in dialogue between the instructors and the children. For example, cheating strategies 
observed in in Frozen Statues with the Movement TTP were welcomed by the whole group and were adopted as an 
accepted rule in the next game round. 

Further, our instructors often re-used warm-up games from one circus training session to the next, they often 
included variations. The instructors discussed this as advantageous, as it would first provide a welcomed familiarity for 
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the children, who would often refer to them after the class or prior to classes, and made request for subsequent training 
sessions). In game and play design, DeKoven presents familiarity as a core value of well-played games, i.e. games in 
which players are empowered to adapt them and make the most of the play experience, and play fully engaged and at 
their best [30].  

Then, slight variations also introduced a component of novelty that children welcomed. We reason this allowed to 
maintain a playful attitude towards the game and allowed them to explore new possibilities (movement options, social 
roles, etc.) and stay away from an overly goal- and performance-oriented atmosphere, and rather embraced daring, 
trying, and failing without being a big deal.  

The technology used in the warm-up games afforded children and instructors various uses during the games, but it 
also allowed the emergence of game variations to suit the capabilities of the players and their individual and collective 
needs. This is what DeKoven describes as well-played games [30]. The open-ended design of the TTPs used in our 
intervention, and their varied output and simple functionality, allowed trainers to suggest different uses of technology 
within a game and different games, and to use them to modify and adapt the games. 

Diverse and contrasting output was an asset to cater for a wide variety of games, together with different and 
creative mappings. This could be seen with the remotely controlled lights used in Animal Tag, which was played in 
different weeks changing the mapping between colors and their prescribed movements. In turn, the movement TTP was 
used to prescribe a specific kind of movement targeted during a whole game, like in some variations of Animal Tag (10c, 
10d); or different movements allowed at different moments in the game, like in Frozen Statues (9a, 9b).  

The flexibility of the technology to portray different roles and support a same game concept was apparent in game 
variations featuring different technology. For example, Animal Tag was played with the Movement TTP (10c, 10d) and 
with the lights (10a, 10b).  This changed how the game was played and experienced. In the former, the movement of the 
it player was directly influenced by the technology—the TTP worn by it needed to stay green the whole time, which 
impacted the way this player moved and the strategies they would come up with to not trigger the technology. While 
the movement of it was also prescribed by the technology in one of the variations with the lights (10b), it wasn’t the 
case in another variation (10a), in which it had to move like the person they were targeting.  

Technology was often used to prescribe game rules, but they were also often negotiated on the fly. For example, 
in a session playing Frozen Statues, PD2 suggested that children wearing the Movement TTP had to hold a challenging 
position, like an airplane. This introduced an additional physical challenge, which was received well by the children.  

Frequent changes on the spot related to the location where the technology was worn. Both the instructors and the 
children suggested and implemented such variations e.g. in the Following Lines game. Modifications like these made a 
noticeably impact in the experience, directing focus to different body parts, modifying the way children moved and 
effort involved, and ultimately made the experience easier, more challenging, or fun.  

The variability and flexibility of technology use and the different array of games resonates with strands of work 
employing open-ended technologies for children’s play (e.g. [6]) and physical training activities (e.g. [36,54,54,56]). 

6.2.3 Personal and Social Signaling  

Technology was used to signal prescribed movements and roles in the game. This information was obviously relevant 
for the wearer, since it directly influenced their behavior. For example, it was used to prescribe specific movements 
in Animal Tag with the lights (10a, 10b); or to augment and remind the wearer of their movement qualities (like in 
Animal Tag, 10c, 10d; or Frozen Statues with the movement TTP (9a, 9b). 
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Yet, it was also important for others. It allowed them to monitor that the rules were being followed, to craft 
gameplay strategies, and to communicate and negotiate rules and cheats. This social signaling affordance creating 
a shared frame of reference is known of expressive wearables in the context of games and play [35], as well as physical 
training [53,56]. We see it as an asset to support all three major elements of warm-up games: physical (e.g. to know what 
movement to do), social (e.g. to know what others need to do and let them know what you are doing), and cognitive (e.g. 
to strategize). For this social affordance to manifest, it was important that the output was accessible to the wearer and 
the group (through lights in the BraceLED; lights and sound in the Movement TTP). This aligns with design 
recommendations for social wearables, such as the design premise of designing for self and others [15].  

Social signaling did not only happen on account of the type of feedback or output implemented, but also as a 
consequence of just wearing the device, or displaying a particular output, like in Frozen Statues or the Animal Tag games. 
Wearing the device (in both games) or displaying a particular output (e.g. a color in Animal Tag unified the roles 
and/or actions of the wearers, which could potentially impact the players’ sense of belonging and group cohesion, in 
line with previous results for moving together [23], and of wearing similar tokens or items [1,23,35]. 

Social Signaling of particular roles and actions were also associated with status and feeling of control and power, 
which the children coveted. This meant wearing the technology at times (e.g. the movement TTP in Animal Tag; 10c, 
10d), or not wearing it (e.g. the player it in Frozen Statues with the movement TTP (9a, 9b); or the player wearing the 
plates rather than the laser in the Laser Target, who leads the collective movements). It could also mean handling a 
controller, like in Animal Tag with the lights. This is an interesting case since this desired role implied not participating 
in the game (a non-player handles the controller).  

6.2.4 The external referee 

Many of the original warm-up games required that one of the children or instructors acted as a referee. While this role 
was generally coveted, it came with the additional social responsibility of judging your peers. We observed how they 
frequently oriented, and refer to the technology to make assessments, and to back up their personal assessments, 
and to settle discussions about potential cheats. These cases surfaced a perception of the role of the technology as an 
objective and external source of feedback. Previous research has shown that this role of technology as an external judge, 
can function as a way to lower social tension within a group; and that this holds even in cases when the technology is 
not entirely accurate or correct [38,39]. 

Yet, the technology was not always given an indisputable role. We noted that sometimes, technology was playfully 
considered either the supreme objective authority or an ineffectual widget, depending on the children’s convenience. 
We see this as an asset to afford negotiation of rules. Other times, the technology was completely overridden and ignored 
by the player in charge. This was usually the case when the instructors played that role. 

6.3 Requirements on Technology Support 

Adding interactive technology to the warm-up games may come at a cost. From the instructors’ perspective, a requisite 
for including technology was that it would “add something” (PD1) in terms of a training effect. During discussions before 
and after the training session, one of the instructors reflected on some of the potential warm-up games discussed, which 
seemed to only add “a playful effect” but not so much from the perspective of training. This shaped the choice of 
technology-supported warm-up interventions, which had to support a clear training goal.  

A second requirement was that the technology would not make the activity overly complicated. For example, one of 
the instructors proposed a variation of a tag game in which technology would signal that players needed to stay frozen 
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for several seconds. This variant was discarded due to the other trainer observing that “it’s [the technology] making 
things a bit more complicated than they have to.” (PD1) In this case, the audiovisual augmentation offered by the 
technology was not providing any information that the participants did not already have: “If someone is frozen, it’s very 
clear [for others].” In general, instructors favored technology with simple functionality and a clear impact in the game. 

7 CONCLUSION 

The work reported in this article contributes to research in technology-supported movement-based games in HCI (e.g. 
[3,39,45]) through foregrounding the multiple goals and effects that warm-up games may have in physical training, 
highlighting important considerations of technology-supported warm-up games, and proposing a set of opportunities 
for technology inclusion to support warm-up games.   

Regarding goals, warm-up games are commonly expected to both contribute to training, which almost always 
includes warming up physically, and to be ‘fun,’ often in contrast to the subsequent, more serious, training activity.  

Our analysis shows that it also involves warming up mentally and socially in preparation to the subsequent training 
activity. This multifaceted potential of warm-up games opens up for considering warm-ups in their own right and 
exploring their use beyond a preparatory pre-training warm-up phase, i.e. using them to gamify an entire training 
practice. For us, studying if and how this would be suitable in our particular domain remains to be explored in future 
work. Yet our study yielded interesting takeaways that will likely be useful to design and research warm-up games 
preceding training practices, as well as training sessions comprised of warm-up games.  

Based on our observations of warm-up activities in a circus training class as well as on interviews with the trainers, 
we understand that the selection of warm-up games is not arbitrary. It depends on the subsequent training activity and 
the group of participants. It is also decided holistically, considering how different warm-up games complement each 
other and support a well-rounded activity. Last, it is both planned in advance, and modified ad hoc depending on the 
needs and state of the participants.  

Regarding the playful aspect of the kinds of warm-up activities studied, we argue that they led to enjoyment and fun, 
which was in turn essential to foster interest and drive the children’s engagement. This is not surprising. Enjoyment, 
pleasure, and experience of fun are commonly associated to games, and sought after when playing and designing games 
[29]. Understandably, they are one of the most frequent psychological outcomes featured in gamification works [28] for 
their great potential to drive behavior, such as engagement, perseverance (not giving up when failing), and endurance 
(holding out for longer) in the context of therapy and physical training [38]. This potential is at the core of multiple 
research on gamification for training [19,31,57]. It also resonates with our observations. In our work, we observed 
increased focus, creativity, engagement and motivation during the warm-up games, as well as at times when playful and 
gameful challenges emerged during training [36,40]. Since fostering motivation and engagement are typically taken as 
success factors for physical training for the target group [9,43], we reason our warm-up games hold interesting training 
potential. However, since no comparison was included in our study (warm-up activities vs. warm-up games) our data 
does not allow us to draw definite conclusions related to if and how warm-up games are more effective than other warm-
up activities.  

As for the inclusion of technology, we found that they supported the emergence of play and playfulness, which the 
children embraced. While the instructors also appreciated this aspect, it was clear they held additional expectations for 
their inclusion, which were not trivial to achieve. In additional to supporting play and playfulness; technology should 
also provide a clear training value, and not be too complex or cumbersome to use. Our technology-supported games 
aligned with these requirements. Further, and very relevant to training, they helped make warm-ups more varied, acted 
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as an external referee towards which the children and instructors flexibly oriented, provided opportunities for signaling 
oneself and others, and supported specific movement patterns and qualities that are difficult to foster without technology.  

We believe that our contribution is relevant beyond the scope of our particular application domain of training with 
children exhibiting SBMD. The warm-up games surveyed online extend the scope of this target group; further, it should 
be noted that the circus trainers use very similar warm-up games in their regular courses as well. 

We plan to continue working on the play potentials uncovered, since our current analysis uncovered playful 
behaviors that were not tapped into through our technology designs. We plan to analyze them in more depth, and 
explore how to leverage them to inspire future technology designs. Further work would also be needed to disentangle 
how particular manifestations of playfulness, enjoyment, and fun led to specific physical, social, and mental effects.  

Future work could also focus on other kinds of technology –for  warm-up games, we see a potential in using the 
shared space for technology augmentations, e.g. using sound augmentations, smoke, and light, to make the environment 
more playful and fantastic; as well as different target groups and group configurations –the technology we used in our 
explorations was designed for individual wearers and signaling within fairly small groups.  

Finally, it would also be valuable to continue the exploration of warm-up games more broadly, in different training 
practices. Our informal observations in other domains indicate that these effects are also relevant and sought in warm-
up for other physical training activities and with different target groups, like adults. However, the balance between the 
three different goals (physical, social and mental preparation) may be different for other domains and groups.  
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